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Phosphosite Scanning reveals a complex
phosphorylation code underlying
CDK-dependent activation of Hcm1

Michelle M. Conti 1, Rui Li 1, Michelle A. Narváez Ramos 1,
Lihua Julie Zhu 1,2, Thomas G. Fazzio1 & Jennifer A. Benanti 1

Ordered cell cycle progression is coordinated by cyclin dependent kinases
(CDKs). CDKs often phosphorylate substrates atmultiple sites clusteredwithin
disordered regions. However, for most substrates, it is not known which
phosphosites are functionally important. We developed a high-throughput
approach, Phosphosite Scanning, that tests the importance of each phos-
phosite within a multisite phosphorylated domain. We show that Phosphosite
Scanning identifies multiple combinations of phosphosites that can regulate
protein function and reveals specific phosphorylations that are required for
phosphorylation at additional sites within a domain. We applied this approach
to the yeast transcription factor Hcm1, a conserved regulator of mitotic genes
that is critical for accurate chromosome segregation. Phosphosite Scanning
revealed a complex CDK-regulatory circuit that mediates Cks1-dependent
phosphorylation of key activating sites in vivo. These results illuminate the
mechanism of Hcm1 activation by CDK and establish Phosphosite Scanning as
a powerful tool for decoding multisite phosphorylated domains.

Progression through the cell division cycle requires the coordinated
function of hundreds of proteins. This coordination is achieved in part
through the phosphorylation of numerous substrates by cyclin-
dependent kinase (CDK) complexes1–5. This critical mechanism of cell
cycle control is conserved from yeast to humans6,7. Phosphorylation of
CDK substrates can trigger a variety of actions, including substrate
degradation or activation, interactions of substrates with other pro-
teins, and re-localization of substrates to different sub-cellular com-
partments. These changes have widespread implications in cell cycle
control, including the regulation of key phase transitions and the
expression of cyclically transcribed genes.

A common feature among CDK substrates is that they are often
phosphorylated on multiple sites. CDKs are serine and threonine-
directed kinases that efficiently phosphorylate an optimal consensus
motif (S/T-P-x-K/R) in vitro8–10. However, aminimal consensusmotif (S/
T-P) is frequently phosphorylated in vivo. These consensus motifs
often occur in clusters and are enriched in intrinsically disordered

regions (IDRs)3,11,12. Despite these common features, the numbers and/
or positions of phosphates required to elicit functional changes vary
considerably among CDK substrates. Some substrates contain many
CDK phosphorylation sites, but functional changes depend on the
phosphorylation of only one or a few specific sites. Phosphorylation at
a specific site can be required to trigger structural changes that impact
protein function13–15, or to generate a linear binding epitope16,17. Con-
versely, in a different group of substrates, phosphorylation at many
sites is required to reduce the overall charge of a domain and elicit
functional changes18. For most CDK substrates, the CDK-regulatory
circuitry remains poorly understood, including (1) the fraction of
phosphosites required to regulate protein function and (2) which
particular sites, among many that are phosphorylated by CDKs, have
regulatory function.

Determining how individual phosphosites contribute to protein
regulation has remained a significant challenge because it requires
generating large numbers of mutant proteins for any given substrate
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and evaluating the effects of eachmutant one by one. Although it may
be feasible to generate a series ofmutants inwhich eachphosphosite is
mutated individually, this strategy only examines the importance of
each phosphosite in an otherwise wild-type context, potentially miss-
ing effects observed when combinations of phosphosites aremutated.
One streamlined approach that has been developed to systematically
examine the effects of mutations on protein function in a pooled
format is deep mutational scanning19–22. Most deep mutational scan-
ning approaches analyze all possible amino acid changes at each
residue within a domain, which provides high-resolution information
about protein structure. Here, we modified deep mutational scanning
to focus specifically on individual phosphosites within a multipho-
sphorylated domain, and to determine how phosphorylation at each
site impacts protein function in vivo. Our modified approach, called
Phosphosite Scanning, uses bulk competition assays to measure the
cellular fitness outcomes caused by the mutation of phosphorylation
sites to unphosphorylatable or phosphomimetic residues, in all pos-
sible combinations. By comparing the fitness effects of proteins with
different combinations of wild-type (WT), unphosphorylatable and
phosphomimetic residues, it is possible to determine which phos-
phosites contribute to protein regulation, the combinations of phos-
phosites that are necessary and sufficient for normal activity, and how
phosphorylation at a particular site impacts phosphorylation at addi-
tional sites within a domain.

To examine how CDK can regulate protein function through
multisite phosphorylation, we applied Phosphosite Scanning to the
yeast forkhead family transcription factor Hcm1. Like its human
homolog, FoxM1, Hcm1 activates expression of genes that are
required for mitotic spindle function and accurate chromosome
segregation23,24. Notably, mutations in Hcm1 impact cellular fitness.
Mutation of all CDK phosphoacceptor sites in Hcm1 to alanine inac-
tivates the protein and reduces cellular fitness25. Conversely, muta-
tion of all eight phosphoacceptor sites within the transactivation
domain (TAD) to two glutamic acid residues—mimicking the charge
of a phosphate—results in elevated activity and increased fitness
compared to WT26. These phosphorylation-dependent fitness effects
make the Hcm1 TAD an ideal model to investigate the mechanism of
phosphoregulation by CDK.

Phosphosite Scanning of Hcm1 revealed several features of acti-
vation that highlight the complex regulation of multisite phosphory-
lated domains. Remarkably, we found that non-overlapping
combinations of phosphomimetic mutations were able to activate
Hcm1. Phosphomimetic mutations at two central phosphosites, T460
and S471, had the greatest impact on Hcm1 activity and, on their own,
could restoreWT activity when all other phosphosites were changed to
alanine. However, phosphomimetic mutations at all sites except T460
and S471 led to similar activation, indicating amechanism inwhich both
the position and the number of CDK sites are important for activation.
We also found that phosphorylation of three N-terminal threonine
residues within the TAD (T428, T440, and T447) was necessary for the
phosphorylation of T460 and S471. Our results suggest that CDK sites
within the TAD are efficiently phosphorylated via the CDK phosphoa-
daptor subunit Cks1, which interacts specifically with phospho-
threonines to promote increased phosphorylation. In sum, our results
reveal the mechanism of Hcm1 activation by CDK and establish Phos-
phosite Scanning as a powerful approach that can be used to inter-
rogate multisite phosphorylated domains.

Results
Phosphorylation of the Hcm1 TAD regulates fitness
Hcm1 is a Cln2/Cdk1 substrate27 that is highly phosphorylated as cells
enter S phase (Supplementary Fig. 1a, b). Hcm1 regulation by CDK is
complex: it contains 15minimal CDKconsensus sites that regulate both
its degradation and transcriptional activity25. Like other CDK sub-
strates,most of these sites fall within IDRs (Fig. 1a). Of the 15 consensus

sites, a cluster of three sites in the N-terminus constitutes a phos-
phodegron that, when phosphorylated, signals for its degradation by
an SCF-family ubiquitin ligase25. A second cluster of eight sites is
located within the TAD and is required for Hcm1 to activate the tran-
scription of target genes. However, the specific requirements for
phosphoregulation of the TAD are not understood.

Previously, mutation of all 15 CDK phosphoacceptor sites in Hcm1
to alanine was shown to reduce cellular fitness in a pairwise, co-culture
assay25. To investigate the effects of blocking phosphorylation exclu-
sivelywithin theTAD,wemutated theeight sites in this region to alanine
(hcm1-8A) and assayed the fitness of this strain compared to wild type
(WT) in a co-culture assay. Low copy centromeric plasmids expressing
WTHCM1 or hcm1-8A from its endogenous promoterwere transformed
into strains expressing either mutant (non-fluorescent) or WT GFP,
respectively, and in which the galactose-inducible GAL1 promoter was
integrated upstream of the genomic copy of HCM1. At the start of the
assay, equivalent amounts of each strain were diluted into dextrose-
containing medium to shut off the expression of endogenous HCM1
(Fig. 1b). Co-cultures were then sampled and diluted every 12 h for a
total of 72 h to prevent cells from reaching saturation and exiting the
cell cycle. At the end of the experiment, the percentage of each strain in
the population at each timepointwas quantified by flowcytometry. As a
control, co-culture assays with WT strains confirmed equal fitness of
strains expressing functional or mutant GFP markers (Fig. 1c). Con-
sistent with a role for TAD phosphorylation in Hcm1 function, hcm1-8A
cells were dramatically less fit than WT cells (Fig. 1d).

We next examined an Hcm1 phosphomimetic mutant in the same
assay. Replacement of all S/T-P motifs in the TAD with two glutamic
acid residues (E-E, hcm1-8E) was previously shown to result in a gain of
function allele that exhibited increased recruitment to target gene
promoters and elevated expression of target genes25. This effect was
observed when all eight S/T-Ps were replaced with E-Es, but not when
S/T-Ps were mutated to E-Ps, suggesting that it is the charge of the
phosphate that is important for Hcm1 activation. Interestingly, the
phosphomimeticmutant, hcm1-8E, showed the opposite phenotype as
the hcm1-8A mutant and conferred a fitness benefit relative to WT,
similar to previous results (hcm1-8Ewas previously referred to ashcm1-
16E26) (Fig. 1e). We sought to leverage these opposing effects on fitness
to investigate the contribution of each CDK phosphorylation site
within the TAD to Hcm1 function.

Phosphosite Scanning: decoding Hcm1 phosphoregulation
through pooled fitness assays
We developed an approach, called Phosphosite Scanning, in which
bulk fitness screens are used to interrogate all possible combina-
tions of phosphorylated sites within a multiphosphorylated
domain. In contrast to saturating mutagenesis approaches28,19 this
method focuses on amino acid substitutions that mimic or prevent
phosphorylation. The fitness of strains expressing phosphomutant
proteins can be measured by monitoring the frequency of all
mutants in the population over time using deep sequencing. By
using fitness as a proxy for protein activity, the impact of phos-
phorylation at each site on Hcm1 activity can be quantified. Screens
utilizing only unphosphorylatable and phosphomimetic mutations
quantify the activity of proteins with a fixed phosphorylation state.
In addition, the inclusion of WT sites along with phosphosite
mutations allows us to infer which sites are phosphorylated in vivo
(described below).

We first designed a set of phosphomutant alleles such that each S/
T-P site was mutated to either unphosphorylatable A-P or phosphomi-
metic E-E, in all possible combinations, to generate a pooled library of
256 distinct phosphomutants (referred to as the A/E library, Fig. 2a).
Gene fragments containing phosphosite mutations were assembled by
annealing and extending a mixture of overlapping mutagenic oligonu-
cleotides that cover all eight CDK sites within the TAD (Supplementary
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Fig. 2a). The fragments were then ligated and cloned into a low copy
expression vector containing the HCM1 promoter. Despite variation in
codon usage, phosphositemutations did not affect Hcm1 protein levels
(Supplementary Fig. 2b). The A/E library, which included a construct
expressing the WT gene, was then transformed into a GAL1p-HCM1
strain in galactose-containing medium, similar to the pairwise co-
culture assay described above (Fig. 2b). This ensured thatWTHcm1was
present in cells prior to the start of the screen to prevent selection
against strains expressing non-functional or lowly functional HCM1
mutants. Thepopulationwas sampled at the start of the screen and cells
were then shifted to dextrose-containing medium to shut off endo-
genous HCM1 expression. The culture was sampled and diluted every
12 h for a total of 72 h to prevent the cells from reaching saturation and
exiting the cell cycle. The abundance of each Hcm1 mutant in the
population at each timepoint was then determined by Illumina
sequencing. The screenwas performed in triplicate, and replicateswere
highly correlated (Supplementary Fig. 3a).

To evaluate changes in the abundance of individual mutants, we
calculated the log2 fold change in the fraction of reads, with respect to
the initial population, for each mutant over time. Changes were then
normalized to WT (Fig. 2c). Importantly, the hcm1-8A mutant was
depleted over time while the hcm1-8Emutant was enriched, validating
our pooled approach. Clustering of the mutants based on the number
of phosphomimetic mutations revealed several important features of
phosphoregulation (Fig. 2c). First, fitness tended to increase with the
number of phosphomimetic substitutions. However, when we exam-
ined a cluster of mutants that contained the same number of phos-
phomimetic sites (such as 4E, 4A) a wide range of fitness values was
observed. This data rules out the possibility that aminimumnumberof

phosphates is all that is needed for activation and argues that phos-
phorylation atparticular sites canhave a greater impact on activity and
fitness. Importantly, when we considered the group of mutants that
have only one phosphomimetic mutation (1E, 7A), we saw that no
single site was sufficient to conferWT fitness or better, suggesting that
no single site is sufficient for activity. Conversely, allmutants that have
only one unphosphorylatable mutation exhibited high fitness (7E, 1A),
demonstrating that no single site is absolutely required for fitness
(Fig. 2c and Supplementary Fig. 2c, d).

We next calculated a selection coefficient, or fitness score, for
each mutant. The selection coefficient is the slope of the best-fit line
formed when the normalized log2 fraction of reads versus time is
plotted for eachmutant29. All values are then normalized toWT so that
mutants that are less fit than WT, like hcm1-8A, have a negative selec-
tion coefficient, whereasmutants that are more fit thanWT, like hcm1-
8E, have a positive selection coefficient (Fig. 2d). Mutants with fitness
like WT have selection coefficients close to zero. Notably, selection
coefficients determined from our screen were comparable to those
calculated from pairwise competition assays (Supplementary Fig. 2e).
To quantitatively examine how the number of phosphomimetic sub-
stitutions contributes to fitness, we calculated median selection coef-
ficients for all mutants with a given number of phosphomimetic
substitutions (Fig. 2e). These results confirmed that fitness increased
with the number of phosphomimetic substitutions, with almost all
mutants with six or more sites displaying increased fitness
compared to WT.

Next, we investigated the impact of phosphorylation at indivi-
dual sites by calculating the median of the selection coefficients of
all mutants with a specific substitution at each site (Fig. 2f). Overall,
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these data revealed that when all eight sites were mutated, glutamic
acid substitutions increased fitness while alanine mutations
reduced fitness at any site. However, mutations at two central sites,
T460 and S471, had a disproportionally large impact on fitness. In
fact, phosphomimetic mutations at only sites T460 and S471 were
sufficient to recapitulate WT-like fitness (AAAEEAAA, Fig. 2d, g).
Phosphomimetic substitutions at either of these sites individually,
as the sole phosphomimetic site, resulted in an intermediate
increase in fitness when compared to hcm1-8A (AAAEAAAA and
AAAAEAAA, Fig. 2g). Conversely, blocking phosphorylation at either
site individually reduced fitness when compared to hcm1-8E, with
T460 having a larger effect (EEEAEEEE and EEEEAEEE, Fig. 2g).
Interestingly, although T460 and S471 contributed the greatest
amount to fitness, phosphorylation of these sites did not appear to
be required, since a mutually exclusive phosphomutant that lacks
phosphomimetic mutations at only these sites was also similar in
fitness to WT (EEEAAEEE, Fig. 2d, g). Together, these data indicate
that both the overall number and the positions of phosphorylated
sites can impact cellular fitness.

Fitness levels predict the transcriptional activation and cell
cycle regulatory functions of Hcm1
Wenext investigatedwhether the observed cellularfitness phenotypes
correlated with Hcm1 activity. We previously found that the fitness
phenotypes associated with hcm1-8A and hcm1-8E correlate with the
decreased and increased expression, respectively, of Hcm1 target
genes in vivo25. In addition, the recruitment of Hcm1-8A to target gene
promoters is reduced compared to WT, although it is not eliminated.
However, it remains unclear if TAD phosphorylation primarily reg-
ulates Hcm1-DNA binding, or if it stimulates its transcriptional activa-
tion function in another way. To separate these two possibilities and
examine the effects of phosphosite mutations on Hcm1 activity, we
utilized a transcriptional activation assay. The previously described
Hcm1 TAD excludes the forkhead DNA-binding domain (DBD) but
includes all eight C-terminal phosphosites of interest30. We fused WT
or phosphomutant TAD regions to the C-terminus of the LexA-DBD
and expressed these proteins in a reporter strain that contains eight
LexA binding sites integrated upstream of the lacZ gene31,32. β-galac-
tosidase activity assays confirmed that the WT Hcm1 TAD strongly
activates transcription (Fig. 3a). Strikingly, expression of hcm1-8A,
whichcannot bephosphorylated, abolished all detectable activity. This
demonstrates that phosphorylation is required to activate transcrip-
tion at a step after Hcm1 binds toDNA.Wenext examined the activities
of several phosphomutants from the screen, to determine if their
activities correlated with fitness. The introduction of a single phos-
phomimetic mutation at either T460 or S471 (AAAEAAAA and
AAAAEAAA) restored low levels of activity, and phosphomimetic
mutations at both key sites (AAAEEAAA) was sufficient to restore WT-
like activity. In addition, the mutant that only lacks phosphomimetic
mutations at sites T460 and S471 (EEEAAEEE) displayed activity similar
to WT, consistent with its ability to restore near-WT fitness (Fig. 2g).
Overall, fitness values determined by Phosphosite Scanning were a
good predictor of reporter gene activation. These data suggest that
CDK phosphorylation of the TAD tunes Hcm1 activity by recruiting
transcriptional activation machinery to stimulate target gene
expression.

Next, we determined if the observed fitness phenotypes correlated
with Hcm1 function in vivo. Hcm1 regulates several genes that are
required for mitotic spindle function and as a result hcm1Δ cells are
highly sensitive to microtubule poisons24,33,34. We therefore tested
whether quantitative changes in Hcm1 activity imposed by different
combinations of phosphosite mutations imparted similar changes in
nocodazole sensitivity. Select phosphomutantswere integrated into the
genome at the HCM1 locus and expressed at endogenous levels
(Fig. 3b). Doubling times were not significantly changed among the

phosphomutant strains grown in the absence of nocodazole (Fig. 3c).
This result was expected since this measurement of proliferation is less
sensitive than co-culture assays. However, when cells were grown in a
sub-lethal concentration of nocodazole, we observed phosphorylation-
dependent sensitivity (Fig. 3d). Although nocodazole treatment slowed
the growth of all cells, hcm1-8A cells grew approximately three times
slower than WT in this condition. Mutants that mimic phosphorylation
at either T460 or S471 but lack phosphorylation at all other sites
(AAAEAAAA and AAAAEAAA) showed intermediate sensitivity, corre-
lating with the increased fitness imparted by T460 or S471 phospho-
mimetic mutations. Moreover, mimicking phosphorylation at both
T460 and S471 (AAAEEAAA), or at all sites except T460 and S471
(EEEAAEEE), was sufficient to restore nocodazole sensitivity to WT
levels. Together, these data demonstrate that the fitness phenotypes of
Hcm1unphosphorylatable andphosphomimeticmutants correlatewith
their cell cycle regulatory functions in vivo, and that both the position
and number of phosphorylations contribute to Hcm1 activity.

Stabilization of Hcm1 partially mitigates the effects of TAD
phosphorylation
In addition to the TAD, CDK also phosphorylates a three-site phos-
phodegron in the Hcm1 N-terminus that triggers ubiquitin-mediated
protein degradation25. Blocking phosphorylation of these sites with
alanine substitutions (hcm1-3N) stabilizes Hcm1 (Supplementary
Fig. 5a) and lengthens its expression through the cell cycle25. We
hypothesized that maintaining low levels of Hcm1 might be important
for cells to respond to dynamic phosphorylation of the TAD, and as a
result, phosphomimetic mutations might not enhance cellular fitness
to the same extent in the hcm1-3N mutant, in which Hcm1 levels are
stabilized throughout the cell cycle.

To test this hypothesis, we performed pairwise co-culture assays
to evaluate the fitness effects of unphosphorylatable and phospho-
mimetic mutations in the TAD when Hcm1 is stabilized. First, we con-
firmed that hcm1-3N increases fitness compared to WT, as previously
reported26 (Fig. 4a). Next, we compared hcm1-3N to hcm1-3N8A and
found that blocking phosphorylation of the TAD also reduced fitness
when Hcm1 was stabilized (Fig. 4b). This result is consistent with the
finding that hcm1-8A is unable to activate transcription (Fig. 3a).
However, in contrast to the fitness benefit of hcm1-8E compared toWT
(Fig. 1e),hcm1-3N8Edidnot increase cellularfitness compared to hcm1-
3N (Fig. 4c), in support of the hypothesis that TAD phosphorylation is
less beneficial when Hcm1 is stabilized. These data argue that the
balance between protein levels and activating phosphorylations is
important for optimal regulation of Hcm1 activity.

To investigate this result more comprehensively, we performed
a second Phosphosite Scanning screen utilizing a phosphomutant
plasmid library in which the A/E mutations were introduced into an
HCM1 allele that contained stabilizing mutations in the N-terminus
(referred to as the 3N A/E library, Fig. 4d). This screen was performed
in triplicate and analyzed for cellular fitness outcomes. However,
since all HCM1 alleles that were screened included stabilizing muta-
tions, the calculated selection coefficients were normalized to the
hcm1-3N allele (not WT HCM1). We found that in the presence of
stabilizing mutations, fitness also increased with the number of
phosphomimetic mutations in the TAD (Fig. 4e). Interestingly, in
contrast to what we observed in pairwise experiments, several
mutants with large numbers of phosphomimetic substitutions,
including hcm1-3N8E, were slightly more fit than hcm1-3N when the
librarywas screened in bulk (Supplementary Fig. 5b). However, for all
phosphomimetic mutants, increases in fitness in the 3N background
were reduced relative to the WT (non-3N) background (Supplemen-
tary Fig. 5c). For example, the average selection coefficient of the
hcm1-8Emutant was 0.007 in the 3N A/E screen and 0.016 in the A/E
screen. This suggests that our sequencing-based screens may be
more sensitive than pairwise competition assays.
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We next compared the importance of individual phosphosites in
the 3N background and found that, like the A/E phosphomutants,
mimicking phosphorylation at any site increased fitness, with sites
T460 and S471 having the largest impact (Fig. 4f). Interestingly, when
we compared the results of the A/E and 3N A/E screens, we found that
the fitness of both phosphomimetic and phosphodeficient mutants
were lower in the 3Nbackground, such that thepositive effects ofmost
phosphomimetic mutations were partially blunted and the negative
effects of most phosphodeficient mutations were exacerbated (Sup-
plementary Fig. 5b). As a result, a larger fraction of 3N A/Emutants had
a negative effect on fitness compared to A/E mutants (Fig. 4g). This
effect was strongest among the least fit mutants. Together, these data
support the model that increasing the levels of Hcm1 reduces the
importance of TAD phosphorylation for Hcm1 activity and fitness.

Quantifying fitness of mutants that incorporate WT
phosphosites
After identifying phosphomimetic mutations that activate Hcm1, we
wanted to investigate if these sites are phosphorylated in vivo. To
accomplish this, we performed two additional Phosphosite Scanning

screens to interrogate phosphomutant plasmid libraries that incor-
porate WT sites. We reasoned that comparing the fitness outcomes of
mutants that incorporate WT sites and analogous mutants where the
phosphorylation status is fixed (A/E library) would allow us to infer
which sites are phosphorylated in vivo.

In the first screen, we constructed a library in which each phos-
phoacceptor site was mutated to alanine or left as the WT S-P or T-P
site in all possible combinations (referred to as the WT/A library,
Fig. 5a). If all sites contribute to Hcm1 activity in vivo, our expectation
was that all phosphomutants in this library should display either WT-
like or deleterious fitness. Consistent with this prediction, examination
of each mutant’s abundance over time confirmed that all mutants
displayed cellular fitness that was equal to or worse than WT (Sup-
plementary Fig. 6a). In general, fitness increased with the total number
of available WT sites (Fig. 5b), and a WT S/T-P site at any location
increased fitness (Fig. 5c). These data suggest that all eight sites are
phosphorylated in vivo and contribute to Hcm1 activation.

In the second screen, we constructed a library in which each site
was eitherWT or a phosphomimeticmutation (referred to as theWT/E
library, Fig. 5d). Based on our previous observations, we expected to
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Fig. 3 | Fitness values predict the transcriptional activation and cell cycle
regulatory functions of Hcm1. a Transcriptional activation assay of LexA-DBD
fused to theHcm1TADwith the indicatedphosphositemutations, andWTor empty
vector (EV) controls. Black represents EV, gray represents WT, color gradient from
blue (hcm1-8A) to red (hcm1-8E) corresponds to increasing number of phospho-
mimeticmutations. Error bars represent standarddeviation, shown is an average of
n = 3 replicates. Significance was tested using repeated measures one-way ANOVA
with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test. Asterisks indicate significantly different
fromWT, ****P <0.0001, *P <0.05, ns = non-significant. EV,AAAAAAAA, AAAEAAAA,
AAAAEAAA P <0.0001; AAAEEAAA P =0.9922; EEEAAEEE P =0.0484; EEEAEEEE,
EEEEAEEE, EEEEEEEE, P <0.0001. Supplementary Fig. 4a confirms that the fusion
proteins are expressed at similar levels. b Western blot of the indicated Hcm1

proteins expressed from the endogenousHCM1 locus. Hcm1 was detected using an
antibody against the C-terminal 3V5 tag, PSTAIRE shown as a loading control.
Representative blots from n = 3 replicates are shown. c, dDoubling times of strains
from (b) growing at 30 °C in rich medium (c) or in rich medium with 5μg/mL
nocodazole (d). Gray represents WT, color gradient from blue (hcm1-8A) to red
(hcm1-8E) corresponds to increasing numbers of phosphomimeticmutations. Error
bars represent standard deviation, shown is an average of n = 3 replicates. Sig-
nificance was tested using repeated measures one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s
multiple comparisons test. Asterisks indicate significantly different from WT,
****P <0.0001, ***P <0.0005, ns = non-significant. d AAAAAAAA P <0.0001;
AAAEAAAA P =0.0002; AAAAEAAA P =0.0003; AAAEEAAA P =0.1666; EEEAAEEE
P =0.7932; EEEAEEEE P =0.9971; EEEEAEEE P =0.9997; EEEEEEEE P =0.9886.
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see a fitness benefit in highly phosphomimetic mutants. Indeed, we
found that selection coefficients tended to increasewith thenumberof
phosphomimetic sites, consistent with what we observed in previous
screens (Fig. 5e). In fact, the median selection coefficient of all groups
of WT/E mutants with one or more phosphomimetic sites was higher
than that of WT.

Next, we wanted to investigate the impact of phosphomimetic
substitutions in more detail. Because phosphomimetic mutations at
any site were beneficial compared to alanine substitutions, and all
phosphosites in the library are WT or phosphomimetic, we expected
that all individual phosphomutants in this library would exhibit fitness
that is equal to or better than WT. Remarkably, several mutants were
much less fit than WT (Supplementary Fig. 6b). Examination of these
mutants suggested that fitness phenotypes might be driven by E

substitutions at one or more of the first three phosphosites (Supple-
mentary Fig. 6c). To investigate this possibility quantitatively, we
compared median selection coefficients of mutants based on their
genotype at each site. Indeed, in contrast to what we observed in A/E
and 3NA/E screens, we found that mutation of the first two sites to
glutamic acid reduced fitness (T428 and T440, Fig. 5f). These data
suggest that phosphomimetic mutations at some phosphosites are
detrimental for fitness when WT sites are also present.

Phosphorylation of sites 460 and 471 depends on upstream
CDK sites
To investigate why phosphomimetic mutations at T428 and T440 led
to a reduction in fitness, we compared the selection coefficients of
several phosphomutants from the WT/E screen. Mutation of either
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T428orT440 to glutamic acid resulted in amodest, but not significant,
reduction in fitness with respect WT (EWWWWWWW and
WEWWWWWW, Fig. 6a). This effect was strengthened and significant
when both sites were mutated simultaneously (EEWWWWWW). Simi-
larly, mutation of the first three positions resulted in a loss of fitness of
approximately the samemagnitude (EEEWWWWW). These data raised
the possibility that WT sites C-terminal to these mutations, including
the most impactful sites for Hcm1 activity, T460 and S471, may not be
phosphorylated in these mutants. Interestingly, adding a fourth
phosphomimetic mutation at position 460 restored fitness to WT
levels (EEEEWWWW), in support of the possibility that T460 is not

phosphorylated if the three N-terminal sites within the TAD are chan-
ged to E. Thismutant was similar in fitness to amutant that has a single
phosphomimetic substitution at T460 (WWWEWWWW), suggesting
that the primary function of the first three sites is to promote phos-
phorylation of more C-terminal sites in the TAD.

One possibility is that although E substitutions mimic the charge
of the phosphate and are sufficient for TAD activity, theymay interfere
with phosphorylation of more C-terminal sites because they are
structurally dissimilar to a phosphate. If this is the case, thenmutation
of these sites to A would also be predicted to disrupt phosphorylation
ofmoreC-terminal sites.We examined several keymutants from theA/
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E,WT/A, andWT/E screens and found two comparisons that supported
this model (Fig. 6b). First, we found in our initial screen that hcm1-8A
has a severefitness defect, and thatmimicking phosphorylation at only
sites T460 and S471 (AAAEEAAA) was sufficient to restore WT fitness
(Figs. 2g and 6b). We reasoned that if sites T460 and S471 are phos-
phorylated in vivo then a similar mutant with WT sequence at only
T460 and S471 (AAAWWAAA) should also show WT-like fitness. How-
ever, thismutant showed afitnessdefect approximately equal tohcm1-
8A, suggesting the sites T460 and S471 are not phosphorylated when
all other phosphosites are mutated to alanine (Fig. 6b, compare three
leftmost bars). These results were supported by transcriptional acti-
vation assays, which demonstrated that the AAAWWAAA mutant is
unable to activate transcription (Fig. 6c). Second, our initial screen
revealed that the fully phosphomimetic mutant (EEEEEEEE, hcm1-8E)
displayed the largest fitness increase. Again, if T460 and S471 are
phosphorylated in vivo, we would expect that a mutant with WT
sequence at these positions (EEEWWEEE) would display similar fitness
and activity. However, we found that this mutant exhibited reduced
fitness compared to hcm1-8E and was identical to the corresponding
alanine mutant (EEEAAEE) (Fig. 6b, compare three rightmost bars).
These two mutants (EEEWWEEE and EEEAAEEE) also showed similar
transcriptional activity, which was reduced compared to hcm1-8E
(Fig. 6c). Together, these results suggest that mutation of the first
three phosphosites to either A or E impairs phosphorylation of T460
and S471, which in turn reduces Hcm1 activation.

Next, we sought to determine whether T460 and S471 are phos-
phorylated in the context of the WT protein in vivo. Phosphomutants
that only lack phosphoacceptor sites at T460 and/or S471 displayed a
modest reduction in fitness, in support of this possibility
(WWWAAWWW, WWWAWWWW, WWWWAWWW, Fig. 6b). To inves-
tigate phosphorylation more directly, we examined the migration of
Hcm1mutants using Phos-tag gels—which increase themobility shift of
proteins during SDS-PAGE in proportion to their phosphorylation
levels—followed by Western blotting35. As previously shown26, most of
theWT Hcm1 protein migrates as a single band near the top of a Phos-
tag gel (Fig. 6d). In contrast, amutant that lacks all CDKconsensus sites
(15A) migrates as three bands near the bottom of the gel, confirming
that the WT protein is highly phosphorylated on S/T-P sites. Impor-
tantly, a mutant with alanine substitutions at T460 and S471
(WWWAAWWW) migrates faster than the WT protein, and the corre-
sponding single mutants are intermediate, providing strong evidence
that T460 and S471 are phosphorylated in vivo (Fig. 6d, rightmost four
lanes). Notably, there was no evidence of phosphorylation at T460
and/or S471 when all other sites weremutated to alanine. Mutants that
areWT at only T460, S471, or both positions migrate identically to the
Hcm1-8Amutant that lacks all phosphosites in the TAD, supporting the
possibility that mutation of the first three positions prevents phos-
phorylation at more C-terminal sites (Fig. 6d, leftmost five lanes).
Similar results were observed when phosphorylation was examined in
an Hcm1 protein that lacked all S/T-P sites except for those in the TAD
(7N, Fig. 6e), and in LexA-Hcm1 TAD fusion proteins (Supplementary

Fig. 4d). Together, these data demonstrate that T460 and S471 are
phosphorylated in vivo and suggest that their phosphorylation
depends upon the presence of WT sequence at N-terminal CDK sites.

Phosphorylation of sites 460 and 471 depends on Cks1
Since phosphorylation of T460 and S471 requires N-terminal CDK
sites, we wondered if the phosphoadaptor protein Cks1 is involved in
Hcm1 TAD phosphorylation. Cks1 forms a complex with cyclin-CDK
and recruits the complex to already phosphorylated priming sites to
trigger a processive multisite phosphorylation cascade in the N- to
C-terminal direction27,36–38. Regulation by Cks1 requires a phosphory-
lated threonine priming site that is 12–30 residues upstream of addi-
tional CDK consensus sites. Interestingly, the spacing of CDK
phosphosites in the Hcm1 TAD makes it a good candidate to be
regulated by Cks1 (Fig. 7a). In addition, Cks1 appeared to facilitate
processive Hcm1 phosphorylation in an in vitro kinase assay27. How-
ever, it is unknown if and how Cks1 regulates Hcm1 phosphorylation
in vivo. Based on our phosphomutant analysis, we hypothesized that
one or more of the first three CDK sites in the Hcm1 TAD acts as a
priming site for Cks1, which in turn promotes C-terminal phosphor-
ylation that contributes to Hcm1 activation.

Since Cks1 binds to phosphorylated threonines, but not phos-
phorylated serines27,38, we examined Cks1 involvement in Hcm1 phos-
phorylation by changing T-Pmotifs to S-Pmotifs within theHcm1 TAD.
These T to S mutants can still be phosphorylated by CDK but cannot
serve as priming sites for Cks1. Strikingly, mutation of the first three or
four threonine residues to serine reduced the extent of Hcm1 phos-
phorylation, as evident by a ladder of intermediate migrating bands
that were not observed with the WT protein (SSSSWWWW and
SSSWWWWW, Fig. 7b). Next, we tested if the serine substitutions
resulted in a corresponding reduction in transcriptional activation by
Hcm1. A modest, but significant, reduction in activity was observed in
both mutants compared to WT (Fig. 7c). We also considered the pos-
sibility that T460 could serve as a priming site to facilitate phosphor-
ylation of S471 and/or downstream sites. There was no evidence of a
reduction in phosphorylation when T460 alone was changed to serine
(WWWSWWWW, Fig. 7b), however the activity of this mutant was
reduced, suggesting that it may impact phosphorylation of one more
C-terminal sites despite having a minimal impact on protein migration
in a Phos-tag gel. Together, these results are consistent with amodel in
which the N-terminal threonine residues within the TAD can serve as
Cks1 priming sites to facilitate the phosphorylation of downstream
sites and enhance Hcm1 activity. These data further reveal that phos-
phomimetic mutations can substitute for bona fide phosphorylation
for TAD activation, but not Cks1 recruitment.

Discussion
Multisite phosphorylation by CDK activates Hcm1
Here, we describe a high-throughput selection approach, Phospho-
site Scanning, that can be used to determine the contributions of
individual phosphosites within a multisite phosphorylated domain.

Fig. 5 | Quantifying fitness of mutants that incorporate WT phosphosites.
a Schematic showing the design of the WT/A plasmid library. S/T-P sites within the
TAD were either left intact or mutated to A-P in all possible combinations (256).
b, c Box and whisker plots showing the selection coefficients of groups of mutants
with the indicatednumber ofWT (W) S/T-P sites (b), orwith specific substitutions at
the indicated positions (c). Color gradient from blue (hcm1-8A) to red (HCM1)
corresponds to increasing numbers of WT sites (b). Blue represents all mutants
with an A-P mutation at the indicated site, gray represents all mutants with wild-
type sequences at the indicated site (c). The black center line indicates themedian,
boxes indicate the 25th−75th percentiles, black lines represent 1.5 IQR of the 25th
and 75th percentile, black circles represent outliers. Shown is data from n = 3 bio-
logical replicates. See Supplementary Fig. 3c for correlations between replicates
and Supplementary Fig. 6a for heatmap of screen results. d Schematic showing the

design of the WT/E plasmid library. S/T-P sites in the TAD were either left intact or
mutated to E-E in all possible combinations (256). e, f Box and whisker plots
showing the selection coefficients of groups of mutants with the indicated number
of phosphomimetic mutations (e), or with specific substitutions at the indicated
positions (f). Color gradient from blue (HCM1) to red (hcm1-8E) corresponds to
increasing numbers of phosphomimeticmutations (e). Gray represents all mutants
with WT sequence at the indicated site, red represents all mutants that have an E-E
mutation at the indicated site (f). The black center line indicates themedian, boxes
indicate the 25th−75th percentiles, black lines represent 1.5 IQRof the 25th and 75th
percentile, black circles represent outliers. Shown is data from n = 3 biological
replicates. See Supplementary Fig. 3d for correlations between replicates and
Supplementary Fig. 6b, c for heatmaps of screen results.
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Fig. 6 | Phosphorylation of sites 460 and 471 depends on upstream CDK sites.
a, b Selection coefficients of the indicated mutants from the WT/E screen (a) or
multiple screens (b). Error bars represent standard deviation, shown is an average
of n = 3 biological replicates for all mutants except AAAAAAAA and EEEEEEEEE,
which are an average of n = 6 biological replicates. Significance was tested using
ordinary one-way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test. Asterisks
indicate significantly different from WT (SC =0), ****P <0.0001, ***P <0.0005,
**P <0.005, *P <0.05, ns non-significant. Exact P values are included in the Source
Data. c Transcriptional activation assay of fusion constructs containing the LexA-
DBD fused to theHcm1TADwith the indicated phosphositemutations, orWTor EV
controls. Error bars represent standard deviations, shown is an average of n = 3
replicates. Significance was tested using repeated measures one-way ANOVA with
Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test. Asterisks indicate significantly different from

WT, ****P <0.0001, ***P <0.0005, **P <0.005, *P <0.05, ns non-significant. Exact P
values are included in the Source Data. Supplementary Fig. 4b confirms that all
fusion proteins are expressed at similar levels. The color gradient from blue (hcm1-
8A) to red (hcm1-8E) corresponds to increasing numbers of phosphomimetic
mutations (a–c). d Phos-tag western blot of the indicated 3V5-tagged Hcm1 pro-
teins (top panel) and standard western blots showing expression of the indicated
proteins (lower panels). PSTAIRE is shown as a loading control. Representative
images fromn = 3 biological replicates are shown. e Phos-tagwestern blots, as in (d)
comparing Hcm1 mutants with A-P mutations in all S/T-P sites, except for the
indicated sites in the TAD. The previously described 7N mutant25 has the seven
N-terminal S/T-P sites (all sites except those in the TAD)mutated to A-P, sites in the
TAD have the indicated mutations. Representative images from n = 4 biological
replicates are shown.
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We used this approach to dissect the rules of phosphorylation within
a model CDK-regulated domain, the TAD of the transcriptional acti-
vator Hcm1. First, by screening a library with all possible combina-
tions of unphosphorylatable and phosphomimetic mutations, we
were able to elucidate which combinations of phosphorylations can
activate Hcm1. This analysis revealed that Hcm1 activity is tunable
and increases with the number of phosphomimetic mutations
(Fig. 2e). However, not all sites are equivalent, and some contribute a
greater amount to activation (Fig. 2f). Remarkably, WT-like fitness
and Hcm1 activity can be achieved by non-overlapping patterns of
phosphomimetic mutations (Figs. 2g and 3a, d). Although this screen
revealed that it is possible to achieve activity in many ways, it did not
elucidate which sites contribute to activation in the context of the
WT protein. For this reason, we also performed screens that incor-
porated WT sites. Screening of the WT/A library revealed that
mutation of any site to alanine reduces fitness, suggesting that all
sites are phosphorylated to some extent in vivo (Fig. 5c). Screening of
the WT/E library revealed more complex regulation. Phosphomi-
meticmutation of sites at theN-terminal end of the cluster prevented
phosphorylation of more C-terminal sites (Fig. 5f). Our results sug-
gest that themost N-terminal sites within the TAD both contribute to
transcriptional activation and perform a structural role as docking
sites for the CDK-associated phosphobinding protein Cks1.

Together, these screens suggest amodel for how the Hcm1TAD is
regulated by CDK in vivo (Fig. 7d). Our data suggest that CDK first
phosphorylates an upstream threonine consensus site within the TAD
region. This phosphorylated threonine then serves as a docking site for
Cks1. Cks1 binds the phosphorylated priming site, triggering a multi-
site phosphorylation cascade in the N- to C-terminal direction. This
allows for the rapid phosphorylation of two key sites, T460 and S471,
which have the greatest impact on Hcm1 transcriptional activity,
resulting in the expression of Hcm1 target genes. Notably, a compar-
ison of Hcm1 sequences among budding yeasts revealed that the five
N-terminal phosphosites in the TAD are more highly conserved that
the three C-terminal sites (Supplementary Fig. 7a), consistent with our
model that the N-terminal and central sites are critical for Hcm1
activation.

AlthoughCks1 has been shown to enhance the phosphorylation of
Hcm1 in vitro27, our results provide the first evidence that Hcm1
phosphorylation is stimulated by Cks1 in vivo. To facilitate processive
phosphorylation, Cks1 binds to a phosphorylated threonine that is
12–30 amino acids upstream of additional CDK sites. Based on their
spacing, any of the first four CDK sites in the Hcm1 TAD could act as
priming sites for one or more downstream sites (Fig. 7a). In fact, all
threonine residues in the TAD, except for T440, were previously
identified as putative Cks1-binding sequences38. Our expectation was
that Cks1 binding at the N-terminal end of the cluster would have a
greater impact on phosphorylation, since it could initiate a cascade of
phosphorylation that would lead to rapid phosphorylation of T460
and S471 and activation of the protein. In support of this model, the
extent of Hcm1 phosphorylation was reduced when the three
N-terminal threonines within the TADweremutated to serine, whereas
the T460S mutation alone had less of an effect (Fig. 7b). Interestingly,
although the T460S mutation alone did not impair Hcm1 phosphor-
ylation as visualized by Phos-tag western blot, the activity of this
mutant was significantly reduced compared to WT (Fig. 7b, c). There-
fore, it is possible that T460S does impair phosphorylation of one or
more downstream sites, but T460 phosphorylation may impact fewer
sites than T428/T440/T447.

Phosphorylation of the Hcm1 TAD activates the expression of
Hcm1 target genes in vivo. Our data indicate that TADphosphorylation
stimulates transcriptional activation through a charge-based
mechanism that is independent of DNA binding (Fig. 3a). A likely
possibility is that phosphorylation causes a conformational change
that promotes binding to a coactivator. Interaction with a coactivator
could stabilize the Hcm1-DNA interaction, and this might explain why
the unphosphorylatable hcm1-8A protein exhibits decreased recruit-
ment, and hcm1-8E displays enhanced recruitment, to target gene
promoters in vivo25. Our results suggest that a balance between the
overall number and precise positioning of phosphorylated residues
within the TAD determines cofactor binding. Interestingly, the key
sites T460 and S471 are centrally located within the phosphosite
cluster and are in a region that is predicted to bemore structured than
the surrounding sequence (Fig. 1a). The TAD structure is not predicted
to change markedly in the presence of phosphosite mutations (Sup-
plementary Fig. 7b). However, analysis of yeast and human TADs have
shown that negative charge is important in the TAD to keep critical
aromatic resides solvent exposed, which enables binding to
coactivators39,40. Phosphorylation of T460 and S471 may increase the
negative charge in this critical region, leading to coactivator recruit-
ment. This possibility is also consistent with the fact that amutant that
has phosphomimetic mutations at all sites except T460 and S471
(EEEAAEEE) can also support transcriptional activity, since an
increased amount of negative charge that is less optimally placed
could be sufficient for cofactor recruitment. We anticipate that this
mechanism of regulation may be common among multisite phos-
phorylated substrates: that regulation can occur via different combi-
nations of phosphosites, but that evolution has selected for sequence
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Fig. 7 | Phosphorylation of sites 460 and 471 depends on Cks1. a Schematic
showing the spacing between phosphosites in the TAD. b Phos-tag western blot
showing phosphorylation of the indicated Hcm1 proteins (top panel) and standard
western blots showing expression of the indicated proteins (lower panels). Hcm1
was detected with antibody against the 3V5 tag, PSTAIRE is shown as a loading
control. Representative images from n = 3 biological replicates are shown.
c Transcriptional activation assay of constructs containing the LexA-DBD fused to
the Hcm1 TAD with the indicated phosphosite mutations or WT or empty vector
(EV) controls. Black represents EV, gray represents WT, blue represents hcm1-8A,
red represents hcm1-8E, and shades of green represent mutants with potential T
priming sites mutated to S. Error bars represent standard deviation, shown is an
average of n = 3 replicates. Significance was tested using repeated measures one-
way ANOVA with Dunnett’s multiple comparisons test. Asterisks indicate sig-
nificantlydifferent fromWT, ****P <0.0001, ***P <0.0005, **P <0.005, *P <0.05. EV,
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contexts that promote rapid phosphorylation and switch-like
regulation.

Decoding multisite phosphorylation by phosphosite scanning
Historically, determining which phosphosites within a multipho-
sphorylated domain impact protein function has been challenging,
since it requires making large numbers of mutant alleles and screening
them individually. Phosphosite Scanning offers several benefits over
traditional approaches. Since all possible combinations of alleles can be
generated and screened in bulk, it is both comprehensive and rapid.
Moreover, as is evident fromourdata,fitness readouts are very sensitive
and can detect small differences in activity among mutants. The ideal
substrate for this type of screen is a protein like Hcm1, in which elim-
inating and mimicking phosphorylation lead to opposing effects on
protein function andcellularfitness. This approachcaneasily be applied
to any phosphorylated protein that is regulated by multisite phos-
phorylation and demonstrates phosphorylation-dependent fitness
effects. Phosphosite Scanning could also be adapted for substrates that
do not meet these criteria. Instead of measuring cellular fitness as a
readout, protein function could be measured in another way. For
example, screens could be developed that utilize GFP as a readout, and
mutants with different effects on activity determined by sorting cells
based on GFP expression. This type of approach has been successful in
combination with traditional deep mutational scanning39,40.

One consideration when designing a Phosphosite Scanning
screen is that the functional consequence of phosphorylation is
not always replicated by phosphomimetic mutations. Substitu-
tion of phosphoacceptor sites with two glutamic acids replicates
the change of charge caused by phosphorylation. This can mimic
the outcome of phosphorylation when the change of charge of
the substrate region is important for protein function18. However,
there are instances when the addition of a phosphate group is
required, and the effect cannot be replicated by charge alone.
This is often the case when phosphorylation regulates a protein-
protein interaction. For example, the degradation of many sub-
strates of SCF ubiquitin ligases depends on substrate phosphor-
ylation to form a phosphodegron motif that can interact with an
F-box protein16,17. Since glutamic acid substitutions are structu-
rally dissimilar to a phosphate, they are unable to form an inter-
action motif. Similarly, interaction between a CDK substrate and
the processivity factor Cks1 depends on a phosphorylated
threonine priming site within the substrate27,38. As our data
shows, phosphomimetic substitutions at the most N-terminal
threonine residues in the Hcm1 TAD prevented phosphorylation
of more C-terminal WT sites, suggesting that they do not interact
with Cks1. Despite these limitations, screens of phosphomimetic
mutations can be informative for many targets. Alternatively,
variations on Phosphosite Scanning that only interrogate
unphosphorylatable substitutions could also be used to deter-
mine which sites are required for a functional output.

The importance of Hcm1 phosphoregulation
Hcm1 is an ideal model substrate to elucidate the principles of regula-
tion by CDK because the TAD sharesmany features of domains that are
multisite phosphorylated3, and its phosphorylation leads to clear fitness
phenotypes that correlate extremely well with protein function. How-
ever, the fact that cells expressing the fully phosphomimetic mutant
(hcm1-8E) are more fit than WT cells suggests that not all sites are
phosphorylated at any one time and raises the interesting question of
why Hcm1 phosphoregulation has evolved. A likely possibility is that in
some conditions having too much Hcm1 activity is detrimental, so it is
beneficial to keep its levels low and rapidly toggle activity on and off via
phosphorylation, as needed. In support of this model, activating
phosphates in the TAD are specifically removed by the phosphatase
calcineurin in response to stress26. We show here that phosphorylation-

mediateddegradation is important to sensitizeHcm1 to changes in TAD
phosphorylation, since phosphomimetic mutations in the TAD do not
provide the same fitness advantage when N-terminal phosphosites are
mutated and the protein is stabilized (Fig. 4). The complex phosphor-
egulation of Hcm1 activity suggests that it is a critical regulator that
modulates fitness in different environments. Future studies examining
the consequence of Hcm1 phosphomutants in different environments
should shed light on this possibility.

Methods
Yeast strains and plasmids
All strains are described in Supplementary Table 1. Genetic manipula-
tions were performed using standardmethods41,42. Strains were grown
in richmedium (YM-1) or syntheticmedium lacking a single amino acid
with 2% dextrose or galactose, where indicated, at 30 °C. Strains with
HCM1 mutations integrated into the genome were generated from
synthesized gene fragments (Invitrogen) that were cloned into pFA6a-
3V5-KanMX6 using the NEBuilder HiFi DNAAssembly kit (New England
Biolabs). All genomic mutations were confirmed by sequencing.
GAL1p-HCM1 was introduced into strains for pairwise competition
assays by genetic cross with previously characterized strains expres-
sing WT or non-fluorescent GFP43.

All plasmids are listed in Supplementary Table 2. To generate
HCM1 expression plasmids, the HCM1 open reading frame and
endogenous promoter were amplified from the genome and cloned
into pRS316. Plasmids for β-galactosidase transcriptional activation
assays were generated using the pBTM116 backbone. The mutant or
WT HCM1 TAD region (amino acids 306-511) was amplified by PCR
from genomic DNA. The C-terminal 3V5 tag was PCR amplified from
the pFA6a-3V5-KanMX6 vector. Both products were purified and
cloned pBTM116 using the NEBuilder HiFi DNA assembly kit (New
England Biolabs). All plasmids were verified by sequencing. Phos-
phomutant libraries used for Phosphosite Scanning screens were
cloned into a pRS316 vector containing the endogenous HCM1 pro-
moter upstream of theHCM1 open reading frame (WT or hcm1-3N) in
which the region to bemutated had been deleted and replaced by an
SphI restriction enzyme site (pRS316-HCM1*SphI or pRS316-hcm1-
3N*SphI), to facilitate HiFi DNA assembly. All strains and plasmids
generated during this study are available from the corresponding
author upon reasonable request.

Pairwise co-culture competition assays
For pairwise co-culture assays,GAL1p-HCM1 strains expressingWTGFP
or non-fluorescent GFP-Y66F were transformed with pRS316 plasmids
expressing the indicated HCM1 alleles and cultured in synthetic media
lacking uracil with 2% galactose. Logarithmic phase cells weremixed in
equal proportions by diluting 1 optical density (OD600) of each strain
into 10mL media with galactose. In total, 0.15 optical densities of the
mixed culture were then collected, pelleted by centrifugation, resus-
pended in 2mL sodium citrate buffer (50mM sodium citrate, 0.02%
NaN3, pH 7.4) and stored at 4 °C, for analysis by flow cytometry at the
conclusion of the experiment. Mixed cultures were diluted to 0.006
optical densities in syntheticmedia lacking uracil with 2%dextrose and
allowed to grow for 12 h, during which time the cultures did not reach
saturation. Cultureswere diluted in thismanner every 12 h for a total of
72 h. At each timepoint, 0.15 optical densities were collected and
resuspended in 2mL sodium citrate buffer and stored at 4 °C for
subsequent analysis. At the conclusion of the time course, the per-
centage of each strain in each sample were determined by quantifying
the percentage of GFP-positive cells with a Guava EasyCyte HT flow
cytometer and GuavaSoft software. In total, 5000 cells weremeasured
in each sample. Data were analyzed with FlowJo software. N = 3 tech-
nical replicates were performed in each time course and percentages
at each timepoint were averaged together. The data presented is an
average of n = 3 biological replicates.
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Western blotting
Cell pellets (one optical density) were collected for western blotting.
Cells were lysed by incubation with 300 µL cold TCA buffer (10mM
Tris pH 8.0, 10% trichloroacetic acid, 25mM ammonium acetate, 1mM
EDTA) for 10min on ice. Lysates were then vortexed and pelleted by
centrifugation at 16,000×g for 10min at 4 °C. The supernatant was
removed by aspiration and pellets were resuspended in 75 µL resus-
pension solution (100mM Tris pH 11, 3% SDS). Samples were then
incubated at 95 °C for 5min, then allowed to cool to room tempera-
ture. Lysates were then clarified by centrifugation at 16,000×g for
30 sec. The supernatantwas collected and added to 25 µL 4× SDS-PAGE
sample buffer (250mM Tris pH 6.8, 8% SDS, 40% glycerol, 20% β-
mercaptoethanol) and heated to 95 °C for 5min. Samples were then
stored at −80 °C.

Standard resolving gels contain 10% acrylamide/bis solution
37.5:1, 0.375MTris pH 8.8, 0.1% SDS, 0.1% ammoniumpersulfate (APS),
0.04% tetremethylethylenediamine (TEMED). Phos-tag gels contain 6%
or 8% acrylamide/bis solution 29:1, 386mMTris pH 8.8, 0.1% SDS, 0.2%
APS, 25 µM Phos-tag acrylamide (Wako), 50 µM manganese chloride
and 0.17% TEMED. All stacking gels contain 5% acrylamide/bis solution
37.5:1, 126mM Tris pH 6.8, 0.1% SDS, 0.1% APS and 0.1% TEMED. Gels
were run in 1× running buffer (200mM glycine, 25mM Tris, 35mM
SDS) at 140 V (standard) or 150 V (Phos-tag) for two hours. Prior to
transferring to nitrocellulose, Phos-tag gels were washed twice with
100mL 1× transfer buffer with 10mM EDTA for 15min, and once with
1× transfer buffer for 10min. Protein was transferred to nitrocellulose
in cold 1× transfer buffer (150mM glycine, 20mM Tris, 1.25mM SDS,
20%methanol) at 0.45 A for 2 h. Nitrocellulose was blocked in 4%milk
for 30min. Proteins were visualized using antibodies that recognize
PSTAIRE (P7962, Lot# 015M4840V, Sigma, diluted 1:10,000), V5
(R960-25, Lot# 1923773, 2024280, Invitrogen, diluted 1:1000), and HA
(12CA5, gift from David Toczyski, purified from hybridoma, diluted
1:1000). The specificity of antibodies against V5 and HA epitope tags
were validatedby comparing lysates fromyeast strainswith each tag to
a yeast strain lacking the tags as a negative control. Note that mole-
cular weights are not shown alongside Phos-tag gels since they do not
accurately reflect the molecular weights of the proteins.

Phosphosite scanning library construction
Phosphomutant plasmids were generated by annealing and extending
overlapping mutagenic oligonucleotides spanning a 270 base pair
region that encompasses all phosphosites, as detailed in Supplemen-
tary Fig. 2a. Six oligonucleotideswere designed that cover one to three
phosphosites each, depending on the distance between phosphosites,
with 21–27 base pairs of overlap between consecutive oligonucleo-
tides. For each of the oligonucleotides, several variations were
designed to include WT, alanine and glutamic acid substitutions at
each phosphosite, in all possible combinations. See Supplementary
Table 3 for oligonucleotide sequences. Equimolar ratios of the desired
mutagenic oligonucleotides were then combined to a final con-
centration to 100 µM. For example, to generate the AE library, oligo-
nucleotides encoding A and EE substitutions at each site were
combined. 6 µMofpooled oligonucleotideswere then phosphorylated
at the 5’ ends by incubation with 1mMATP, 10 units T4 polynucleotide
kinase (NewEnglandBiolabs), 1× T4 PolynucleotideKinaseBuffer (New
England Biolabs) in a total volume of 50 µL at 37 °C for one hour. Next,
oligonucleotides were annealed by diluting 10 µL phosphorylated oli-
gonucleotides to a final volume of 20 µL with sterile water, heating to
95 °C and allowing to slowly cool to 25 °C over the course of an hour.
Single-stranded gaps between hybridized oligonucleotides were then
filled in by combining 5 µL of the hybridized oligonucleotides from the
previous annealing step with 1 unit Q5 High Fidelity DNA polymerase
(New England Biolabs), 1× Q5 Reaction Buffer (New England Biolabs),
0.5mM dNTPs (New England Biolabs), and sterile water to a final
volume of 10 µL and incubating at 72 °C for 2min. Gaps were then

ligated by adding 20 units Taq DNA Ligase (New England Biolabs), Taq
DNA LigaseBuffer (New EnglandBiolabs), and sterile water to the 10 µL
reaction from the previous step to a total volumeof 15 µL. The reaction
was incubated at 45 °C for 20min. Finally, the DNA template was
amplified by PCR using Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase and
Phusion GC Buffer (New England Biolabs). The PCR product was pur-
ified using the DNA Clean & Concentrator-25 kit (Zymo Research) and
recombined into and SphI digested pRS316-HCM1*SphI using the
NEBuilderHiFi DNAassembly kit (NewEnglandBiolabs). Plasmidswere
then transformed into NEB 10-beta Competent E. coli (High Efficiency)
(New England Biolabs). All plasmid libraries were constructed in tri-
plicate and mixed prior to transformation to maximize coverage of
phosphomutants and avoid bias in oligo mixture or annealing steps.

Phosphosite scanning screens
Plasmid libraries that were constructed in triplicate were mixed in
equal proportion for transformation into cells. Plasmid libraries were
transformed into a GAL1p-HCM1 strain grown in YM-1 containing 2%
galactose, to maintain the expression of endogenous HCM1. For each
screen, wild-type or Hcm1-3N expressing plasmids were added to each
library as a control. Transformed cells were grown overnight in 5mL
C-Urawith 2% galactose at 23 °C. After approximately 16 h an aliquot of
cells was removed and plated on C-Ura to confirm sufficient transfor-
mation efficiency (10X library coverage). The remaining cells were
pelleted and washed five times with 15mL C-Ura with 2% galactose to
remove any untransformed plasmid and resuspended in 50mL C-Ura
with 2% galactose and allowed to grow to log phase (~48h) at 30 °C.
Cells were then diluted to an optical density of 0.008 in 75mL C-Ura
with 2% galactose and grown overnight at 30 °C. At the start of the
experiment, the population was sampled to determine the repre-
sentation of each plasmid in the population before selection. Twenty
optical densities were collected, frozen ondry ice and stored at −80 °C
for subsequent recovery of plasmids and preparation of sequencing
libraries. One optical density of cells was harvested for western blot-
ting to confirm levels of plasmid and endogenous Hcm1. Cells were
then diluted to an optical density of 0.008–0.016 into C-Ura with 2%
dextrose to repress expression of endogenous HCM1 and allowed to
grow for 12 h at 30 °C to mid-logarithmic phase. The population was
sampled as above and diluted into C-Ura with 2% dextrose every 12 h
for a total of 72 h.

Illumina sequencing library preparation
Plasmids were recovered from frozen cell pellets using the YeaStar
Genomic DNA Kit (Zymo Research). Plasmid hcm1 sequence was
amplified by PCR for 21 cycles with vector-specific primers using
Phusion High-Fidelity DNA polymerase (New England Biolabs). Pro-
ducts were extracted from a 1% agarose gel using the QIAquick Gel
Extraction Kit (Qiagen). TruSeq sequencing adapters were added to
mutant fragments by PCR using HCM1 specific primers fused to the
TruSeq universal adapter or unique TruSeq indexed adapters.
Sequences of oligonucleotides used for library construction are
included in Supplementary Table 4. Products were extracted from a 1%
agarose gel using the QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). Libraries
were pooled, and paired-end 150 base pair sequencing reads obtained
by sequencing on a HiSeq4000 platform (Novogene). Due to high
sequence identity between samples, all libraries were mixed with at
least 50% DNA of heterogeneous sequence to increase diversity.

Phosphosite scanning data analysis
HCM1 alleles were counted for each paired-end (PE) sequencing frag-
ment that had an exact sequence match in both reads, using a custom
python script. Count tables for all screens are included in Supple-
mentary Data 1. Average data from replicate screens are presented in
heatmaps (Fig. 2c and Supplementary Figs. 2c, d, 5b, c, and 6), which
show the log2 fraction of reads at the indicated timepoints. Primary
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data plotted in heatmaps are included in Supplementary Data 2.
Selection coefficients were then determined for each mutant by cal-
culating the slope of the log2 fraction of reads versus time for each
mutant and subtracting the slope of the log2 fraction of reads versus
time for WT (or hcm1-3N for the 3N A/E screen). Selection coefficients
for all screens are included in Supplementary Data 3. Median selection
coefficients for select groups of mutants (with specific numbers of
phosphomimetic substitutions, or with specific substitutions at each
position) were then calculated and plotted in box and whisker plots
using boxplot() in R. In all cases, values from all three replicates of each
screen are included in the medians. Bar graphs comparing selection
coefficients of select mutants show average values from replicate
screens.

Doubling time assays
Cells were grown to mid-logarithmic phase, then diluted to 0.1 optical
densities in YM-1 with or without 5 µg/mL nocodazole. Cells were
transferred to 96 well plates in triplicate and grown at 30 °C with
shaking in a Tecan Infinite M Nano plate reader. Optical densities at
600 nmweremeasured every 20min for a total of 33 h.Doubling times
were quantified by fitting data points between 0.2 and 0.5 optical
densities to an exponential growth equation using GraphPad Prism
software. Multiple isolates were tested for each genotype listed.

β-galactosidase transcriptional activation assays
Cells with an integrated lacZ reporter and carrying plasmids expres-
sing LexA-DBD-Hcm1 fusion proteins were grown in synthetic media
lacking tryptophan. For each strain, the optical density at 600 nm was
measured and 1mLof cells were collected. Cells were pelleted, and the
media was removed. Cells were then resuspended in 0.5mL Z-buffer
(60mM Na2HPO4 heptahydrate, 40mM NaH2PO4 monohydrate,
10mM KCl, 1mM MgSO4 heptahydrate) and permeabilized through
the addition 50 µL chloroform and 10 µL 0.4% SDS followed by vor-
texing. 300 µL Z-buffer containing 2.4mg/mL o-nitrophenyl-β-d-
galactopyranoside and 6 µL/mL β-mercaptoethanol was then added
and the time recorded. Reactions were mixed, moved to 30 °C and
monitored for a colorimetric change for a maximum of 120min.
Reactions were stopped either when a yellow color change was
observed or after 120min. To stop reactions, 0.5mL 1M Na2CO3 was
added with vortexing and the time recorded. Completed reactions
were stored on ice until all were finished. Chloroformwas removed by
centrifugation and the optical density of 1mL of aqueous supernatant
was measured at 405 nm. β-galactosidase units were calculated as
(1000*OD405)/(OD600*1mL*reaction time [min]). All reactions were
carried out in triplicate and averaged together. Average values from
biological replicates were then averaged together and plotted where
indicated.

Alpha-factor arrest release
Cells were grown to mid-log phase and arrested in G1 phase with
10 µg/mL alpha-factor and released into media without alpha-factor
to resume cell cycle progression. Every 15min, samples were col-
lected for Western blotting and flow cytometry to confirm cell cycle
position. Alpha-factor was added back to the synchronized popula-
tion 45min after release to prevent cells from entering a second
cycle. Cells (0.15 optical densities) were collected at the indicated
timepoints, fixed in 70% ethanol, and stored at 4 °C for flow cyto-
metry. Fixed cells were sonicated, treated with 0.25mg/mL RNase A
at 50 °C for an hour, then subsequently treated with 0.125mg/mL
Proteinase K at 50 °C for one hour. Cells were then labeled with 1 µM
Sytox Green (Invitrogen). Flow cytometry data were collected using a
Millipore Guava easyCyte 5HT with GuavaSoft (v3.3) software. In
total, 5000 cells were measured at each timepoint. Data were ana-
lyzed using FlowJo software (v10.8.1).

Reporting summary
Further information on research design is available in the Nature
Portfolio Reporting Summary linked to this article.

Data availability
All sequencing data in this study have been deposited in the NCBI
Sequence Read Archive under BioProject # PRJNA841829. Source data
are provided with this paper.

Code availability
Custom scripts used to generate count tables for all screens are pub-
licly available on GitHub at https://github.com/radio1988/mutcount
and Zenodo at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7492458.
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